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Abstract: Despite the adverse metabolic and functional consequences of obesity, caloric restriction-
(CR) induced weight loss is often contra-indicated in older adults with obesity due to the accompa-
nying loss of areal bone mineral density (aBMD) and subsequent increased risk of fracture. Several
studies show a positive effect of exercise on aBMD among weight-stable older adults; however, data
on the ability of exercise to mitigate bone loss secondary to CR are surprisingly equivocal. The
purpose of this review is to provide a focused update of the randomized controlled trial literature
assessing the efficacy of exercise as a countermeasure to CR-induced bone loss among older adults.
Secondarily, we present data demonstrating the occurrence of exercise-induced changes in bone
biomarkers, offering insight into why exercise is not more effective than observed in mitigating
CR-induced bone loss.

Keywords: caloric restriction; weight loss; bone loss; exercise; review; mechanisms

1. Introduction

Obesity is a prevalent, yet underappreciated, risk factor for fracture in older adults.
By 2030, an estimated 72 million Americans will be aged 65 and older [1], and half

of them will be living with obesity [2]. Advanced age is a significant risk factor for os-
teoporosis [3,4], and the long-held view that obesity is osteoprotective has been recently
challenged [5–8]. Indeed, data show that many, if not most, osteoporotic fractures occur
in people who are overweight or obese [9], underscoring that the public health burden
of osteoporotic fracture lies within this segment of the population. More recent evidence
indicates that obesity adversely affects bone quality (i.e., bone structure and strength),
which may explain the increased risk of fractures despite a predictably higher areal bone
mineral density (aBMD) in the obese population [10–12]. Regardless of the underlying eti-
ology, as osteoporotic fractures often significantly compromise both quality and expectancy
of life [13–18], they are a hard clinical endpoint that older adults (and practitioners who
manage their clinical care) strive to avoid.

Paradoxically, the treatment of obesity with caloric restriction further exacerbates the
risk of osteoporotic fracture.

Observational data consistently link weight loss (WL) in older adults with loss
of aBMD [19–29] and increased fracture risk [29–34], even among those who are over-
weight/obese and voluntarily losing weight [29]. Findings are echoed in randomized
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controlled trials (RCTs), where caloric restriction (CR) interventions of at least six months in
duration are consistently associated with small, but significant, decreases in total hip aBMD
(~0.010–0.015 g/cm2 and conferring a 10–15% increase in fracture risk) [24,35]. Results
from the Look AHEAD study, which examined the effect of long-term CR (plus walking
exercise) on fracture incidence in overweight and obese adults, confirm that 6–9% WL
achieved and maintained over nearly a decade increases frailty fracture risk by 39% [31],
with concomitant loss in aBMD [27,28]. Of additional concern, bone loss does not appear to
be recovered with weight regain [36–42] and may even continue at an accelerated rate post-
WL [41]. Thus, those who engage in repeated episodes of CR may further increase their
fracture risk over time [24]. Collectively, data underscore recommendation to minimize
bone loss during CR to reduce lifelong fracture risk in older adults undergoing obesity
treatment [43].

Lifestyle-based strategies are currently recommended to mitigate CR-induced bone loss.
Lifestyle-based strategies, including dietary factors (such as calcium, vitamin D, and

protein) [44–46] and exercise, have been proposed to mitigate CR-induced bone loss.
Indeed, several studies show a positive effect of exercise on aBMD in weight-stable, older
adults [47–49], with most recent recommendations indicating that exercise prescriptions
designed to promote bone health should provide a multimodal approach consisting of
progressive resistance exercise training (RT), bone-loading impact exercises, and balance
training [50–52]. Specific exercise recommendations have been detailed previously by
various working groups [50–52] and are summarized in Table 1. Briefly, recommendations
include performing RT at least two days per week with moderate to heavy loads targeting
major muscle groups, performing impact exercises (e.g., jumps or hops) on most days
of the week (≥4 days), and achieving at least two to three hours of balance/mobility
training per week. The latter recommendation targets fall risk, which is the primary driver
of osteoporotic fracture [53]. Interestingly, aerobic exercise training (AT) has not been
emphasized as part of these recommendations but is suggested to be included, given its
additional cardiometabolic health benefits [54].

Table 1. Exercise recommendations for older adults to promote bone health.

Modality Frequency Intensity Example Exercises

Resistance Training * ≥2 days/week

≥2 set of 8–12 repetitions
1–3 min rest intervals

1 exercise per major muscle group
* Can progress to high-velocity

contractions with low to moderate
intensity (30–70% maximum).

Compound exercises including (but not
limited to): squats, lunges, hip

ab/adduction, leg press, thoracic/lumbar
extension, abdominal/postural exercises,

or bent-over row.

Impact Training * 4–7 days/week

3–5 sets of 10–20 repetitions
2–4× body weight

1–2 min rest intervals
50–100 jumps per session.

* Begin with RT and progress to
impact training after 6–12 weeks.

Jump, hop, skipping, and stepping
derivatives.

Intensity can be increased via increased
jump/step height or via external
resistance (e.g., weighted vest)

Balance/Mobility Training * ≥2–3 h/week
Start with static exercises and
progress to dynamic exercises.

15–20 min/day

Static: One-legged stand, tandem
stand, etc.

Dynamic: walking on toes, backwards
walking, etc.

Aerobic Training 3–5 days/week Moderate to vigorous
30–60 min/day Walking, dancing, etc.

Recommendations derived from select working group publications [50–52]; * indicates emphasized exercise modality.
RT—resistance training.

Literature examining the ability of exercise to mitigate CR-induced bone loss, however,
is surprisingly equivocal [55–67]; we hypothesize it may be influenced by differing modes
and intensities of the exercise prescriptions tested, outcome measures assessed, and/or
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potentially differential regulation of bone metabolism by CR and exercise. To better
understand this equipoise, we conducted a structured literature review to identify and
evaluate all published RCTs designed to evaluate the ability of exercise to mitigate CR-
induced bone loss, specifically among older adults. Due to its robust change following
CR [24] and clinical utility in predicting fracture [68,69], our primary outcome of focus was
percent change in total hip aBMD [measured via dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)],
which is complemented by aBMD at the total body, femoral neck, and lumbar spine.

2. Structured Literature Review of Published RCTs
2.1. Search Strategy, Eligibility and Study Selection Criteria, and Data Extraction Process

To retrieve RCTs designed to evaluate the effect of exercise on CR-induced bone loss
in older adults, systematic literature searches were devised and conducted in consultation
with a science research librarian (SHJ). The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement was used for conducting this structured
literature review (Figure 1). Search strategies used a combination of controlled vocabulary
and keywords to achieve a balance of precision and recall (see Appendix A for a complete
description of each search strategy), which were adapted and executed in four electronic
bibliographic databases (MEDLINE in PubMed, Science Citation Index in Web of Science,
Embase, and SportDiscus in EbscoHost) through 12 February 2021. Search terms included
variations of the key concepts in the research question: “weight loss,” “exercise,” and
“bone.” There were no restrictions on language nor publication dates, and animal studies
were excluded by keyword search. Citations retrieved from electronic database searches
and manual searching were imported into Endnote (n = 267, Version X9.3.3), and duplicates
were removed (n = 43). One additional title not revealed during the database search was
also added to the screening list [60]. Two reviewers (KMB and RMM) independently
screened titles and abstracts (n = 225), ultimately including 12 full text articles being
assessed for eligibility criteria based on conformation to design, age, and outcome criteria.
Following review, five articles were eliminated (due to inappropriate study design or
baseline age not reflective of an older population), leaving seven full-text articles retained
in the qualitative analysis with relevant design characteristics [including sample size,
gender breakdown, age, baseline body mass index (BMI), study duration, intervention
descriptions, and achieved WL] extracted from each study. Change in DXA-acquired
aBMD was also abstracted from each study, and, although total hip aBMD was the primary
endpoint of interest (reported in n = 5 trials), we also abstracted data from trials reporting
on change in total body (n = 5), femoral neck (n = 5), and lumbar spine (n = 7) aBMD.

2.2. Descriptive Characteristics of Included RCTs

Table 2 showcases descriptive characteristics of the seven included RCTs designed to
assess the ability of exercise to mitigate CR-induced reductions in DXA-acquired aBMD
among older adults [61–67]. As such, all trials were structured with participants ran-
domized to CR alone versus CR plus an exercise condition. In brief, publication dates
spanned nearly three decades, with older (age range: 54 to 70 years) women (n = 582,
75%) presenting with overweight or obesity (BMI range: 28 to 37 kg/m2) representing
the majority of study participants. Three-to-four-month [61,66], 12-month [63,64], and
18-month [65,67] study duration endpoints were represented across the trials, with one
study altering intervention delivery (from center-based exercise to home-based exercise)
at six months and reporting on aBMD changes from baseline to 6 months and from 6 to
12 months separately [62]. Four trials included a multimodal exercise approach consisting
of either RT plus AT [61,65] or RT plus AT, flexibility, and balance training [63,64]; one
included separate RT and AT arms [67]; and one examined RT only [62]. Only three trials
included a true control group [61,63,64].
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of included and excluded studies. Initial search conducted 20 December 2020; last search con-
ducted 12 February 2021. Abbreviations: CR—caloric restriction; Ex—exercise. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of included and excluded studies. Initial search conducted 20 December 2020; last search conducted
12 February 2021. Abbreviations: CR—caloric restriction; Ex—exercise.

Across trials, participants randomized to CR only lost a significant amount of body
weight, which ranged from −3.3% to −12.2% of baseline values. Similar WL was achieved
in most CR-plus-exercise conditions (WL range: −2.7% to−13.2%), with the lone exception
of Beavers 2018 [67], where the addition of exercise (either AT or RT) augmented the degree
of WL achieved via CR alone. In contrast, the majority of participants randomized to
exercise-only or control conditions stayed weight-stable (−1.4% to +0.7%), except in the
case of the Weiss 2017 [66], which utilized an exercise prescription specifically designed to
induce significant WL. Across all studies, the magnitude of aBMD loss appears to parallel
the quantity of WL, with approximately a 10% reduction in body weight corresponding to
1–3% of aBMD loss at axial skeletal sites. Altogether inconsistent observations regarding
the ability of exercise to mitigate CR-induced bone loss were reported across studies
(and skeletal sites), with three studies reporting some benefit [62–64], and four showing
a null [65–67] (or even negative [61]) effect of exercise on aBMD. Trial-specific findings,
organized by study duration and publication date, are presented below.
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Table 2. Design characteristics of randomized controlled trials assessing the ability of exercise to mitigate caloric restriction-induced reductions in dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry-
(DXA) acquired areal bone mineral density (aBMD) among older adults.

Author (Year) N
(% Female)

Age
(Years)

BMI
(kg/m2)

Duration
(Months)

Intervention Characteristics WL
(%)

DXA aBMD
Percent Change from Baseline

Group n Brief Description of Intervention TB LS TH FN

Svendsen et al.
(1993) [61] 121 (100) 54 29.7 3 Control 21 Maintained normal lifestyle 0.7β −1.2 −0.4 – –

CR 51 ~1000 kcal/day target −12.2 −1.9 −1.6 – –

CR + EX 49 ~1000 kcal/day target + RT and AT
3 d/week −13.2 −1.9 −2.4↓ – –

Daly et al. (2005)
[62] 29 (45) 67 32 0 to 6

6 to 12 CR 13 Mo. 0–6: 0.25 kg WL/wk
Mo. 6–12: no dietary guidance

−3.3↓

1.6↑
−0.9↓β

−0.6↓
−0.6
−1.5

–
–

−1.1
−1.0

CR + RT 16

Mo. 0–6: 0.25 kg WL/week + center-based
RT 3 d/week

Mo. 6–12: No dietary guidance + at-home
RT 3 d/week

−2.7↓

1.7↑
−0.3
−0.4

−0.1
−0.7

–
–

−0.5
−0.4

Villareal et al.
(2011) [63] 107 (63) 70 37 12 Control 27 Maintained normal lifestyle <−1.0 β 0.5 0.6 −0.7 ↓D 0.0

Shah et al. (2011)
[64] CR 26 ~500–750 kcal/day deficit −10.0↓ −0.4 0.9 −2.6↓ −2.1↓C

EX 26 Multimodal exercise (AT, RT, FT, BT)
3 d/week −1.0 β 0.6 1.0 1.4 ↑β 1.2D

CR + EX 28 ~500–750 kcal/day deficit + multimodal
exercise 3 d/week −9.0↓ 0.8 0.7 −1.1↓ −0.9E

Beavers et al.
(2014) [65] 284 (74) 66 33 18 EX 95 Multimodal exercise (AT, RT) 3 d/week. −1.4↓ – 0.7 −0.2β −0.1β

CR 88 ~800–1000 kcal/day deficit −9.7↓ – 0.5 −2.4 −1.7

CR + EX 101 ~800–1000 kcal/day deficit + Walk + RE +
Walk 3 d/week −10.4↓ – 0.1 −2.0 −1.6

Weiss et al. (2017)
[66] 52 (75) 57 27.7 3.5 CR 17 20% energy deficit for 12–14 wks −6.9↓ 0.1 0.3 −0.3 –

EX 16 60 min AT ~7 d/week −7.2↓ −0.1 1.1 −0.7 –
CR + EX 19 Half of CR and EX prescriptions −7.4↓ −0.4 −0.9 0.0 –

Beavers et al.
(2018) [67] 187 (70) 67 34.5 18 CR 60 ~330 kcal/day deficit −5.9↓β – 1.0 −2.2 −0.9

CR + AT 67 ~330 kcal/day deficit + 45 min AT
4 d/week −10.6↓ – −0.5 −2.7 0.4

CR + RT 60 ~330 kcal + RT 4 day/week −10.4↓ – 0.6 −2.5 0.4

Notes. BMI—body mass index; WL—weight loss; TB—total body; LS—lumbar spine; TH—total hip; FN—femoral neck; EX—multimodal exercise (e.g., AT + RT) AT—aerobic training; RT—resistance training;
FT—flexibility training; BT—balance training. ↑ or ↓: significant increase or decrease from baseline (all p ≤ 0.05); β: significant between group difference (all p ≤ 0.05). Villareal/Shah 2011: C—different from
control group; D—different from diet group; E—different from exercise group.
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2.3. Short-Term RCT Results

Two RCTs, published nearly 25 years apart and lasting three to four months in dura-
tion, examined the short-term effects of exercise on CR-induced bone loss among older
adults [61,66]. The first trial was published by Svendsen et al. in 1993 and reported
on 121 older (53.8 ± 2.5 years) women randomized to control (maintenance of normal
lifestyle; n = 21), CR-alone (targeting ~1000 kcals/day; n = 51), and CR-plus-exercise (n = 49)
conditions [61]. Exercise was supervised, with sessions completed three days per week,
consisting of both AT and RT, and gradually increasing in intensity and duration (from 1 to
1.5 h per session) throughout the three-month period. Specific exercise intensities were
prescribed at 70% of maximum oxygen uptake and approximately 65% one-repetition max-
imum (1-RM) for AT and RT, respectively. Participants completing CR alone and CR plus
exercise achieved similar WL (−12.2% and −13.2%, respectively), which was significantly
greater than that of the control group (+0.7%). Comparable declines in total body aBMD
were observed in the CR-only and CR-plus-exercise arms (both −1.9%), which slightly
(though not significantly) exceeded that of the control group (−1.2%). Lumbar spine aBMD,
however, significantly decreased in CR-plus-exercise (−2.4%) versus CR-alone and control
conditions (−1.6% and −0.4%, respectively).

More recently, Weiss et al. randomized 52 older adults (57 ± 5 years, 75% women)
to a four-month trial consisting of CR alone (20% energy deficit for 12–14 weeks; n = 17),
AT (~60 min of moderate to vigorous AT per day; n = 16), or CR plus AT (n = 19) [66]. Of
note, and in contrast to all other included trials, each intervention strategy was designed to
decrease body weight similarly by 6−8% (actual achieved WL ranged from 6.9 to 7.4%, with
no difference between treatment groups), and, at study close (3.5 months), no change in
aBMD was observed at any skeletal site assessed. While the lack of change could certainly
be influenced by the short study duration, additional explanations include that the degree
of achieved WL did not exceed a critical threshold necessary to induced bone loss and/or
that exercise-induced WL does not affect bone in the same way as CR-induced WL (as
previously shown [58]).

In summary, and although limited, data from short-term studies do not support the
notion that exercise can mitigate CR-induced bone loss and may even suggest skeletal harm
with combined interventions. However, as bone remodeling typically requires a minimum
of 4 to 6 months and can continue for at least 12 months [70], we focused on weight
observations from the five trials lasting at least six months in duration when drawing
conclusions from the available literature.

2.4. Long-Term RCT Results

The first published long-term study was conducted by Daly in 2005 and examined
6- and 12-month changes in bone outcomes among adults with type 2 diabetes randomized
to CR alone (n = 13) or CR plus RT (n = 16) [62]. During the first six months, CR was
individually prescribed to induce 0.25 kg WL per week, while the CR-plus-RT arm likewise
received the same CR prescription and performed supervised RT three days per week
at 75 to 85% 1-RM on a combination of upper and lower body exercise machines. From
6 to 12 months, CR-plus-RT participants transitioned from a center-based to a home-based
exercise regimen (including use of dumbbells and ankle weights three days/week, with the
goal of exercising at 60–80% 1-RM intensity) and returned to free-living feeding conditions.
Both arms achieved significant, and similar, WL during the first six months (~−3%), and no
differences in femoral neck or lumbar spine aBMD change were observed during the first six
months of intervention. However, total body aBMD declined significantly more in the CR-
alone group versus the CR-plus-RT one (−0.9% versus −0.3%, respectively). Interestingly,
from 6 to 12 months, both groups significantly increased body weight (~ + 2%), yet aBMD
did not rebound, with estimates revealing continued (albeit non-significant) losses across
all skeletal sites.

The remaining trials include timepoints of 12 months or longer [63–65,67], with two
trials reporting observations from the same cohort [63,64]. Specifically, both Shah et al. [64]
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and Villareal et al. [63] reported on data from the same study sample of 107 older adults
(>65 years of age) living with obesity, who were randomized to 12 months of control (pro-
hibited to complete outside exercise; n = 27), CR alone (caloric deficit of 500–750 kcals/day;
n = 26), multimodal exercise (three days per week lasting ~90 min and consisting of AT,
RT, flexibility and mobility exercises; n = 26), or CR-plus-multimodal-exercise (n = 28)
conditions. Skeletal endpoints presented in Villareal et al. [63] include change in total
hip, total body, and lumbar spine aBMD, while Shah et al. [64] presents change in similar
sites, in addition to trochanter and total hip aBMD and biomarkers of bone turnover and
metabolism. Participants randomized to the control and exercise-only groups displayed
significantly less WL (~−1.0%) compared to CR-alone and CR-plus-exercise groups (−10%
and −9%, respectively). No group differences were noted for total body or lumbar spine
aBMD, but significant results were observed at the total hip and femoral neck. Specifi-
cally, for total hip aBMD, participants randomized to either CR condition saw significant
reductions from baseline; however, loss was attenuated in the group receiving concurrent
exercise treatment (−1.1% versus −2.6%). Similar findings were noted at the femoral neck,
with CR-plus-exercise participants also experiencing attenuated loss compared to CR-alone
participants (−0.9% versus −2.1%).

Finally, two studies by Beavers et al. examined the effects of CR and exercise on
18-month bone endpoints among older adults living with specific chronic conditions [65,67].
In the first publication, the independent and combined effects of CR and exercise on aBMD
were examined in overweight and obese older adults with osteoarthritis [65]. Intervention
arms consisted of multimodal exercise (three days per week of AT for 15 min, RT for 20 min,
AT for 15 min; n = 95); CR alone (caloric deficit of ~800–1000 kcals/day; n = 88); and CR
plus multimodal exercise (n = 101). The AT sessions were completed at 50–75% heart rate
reserve, whereas RT targeted lower-body muscle groups where 1–2 sets of 10–12 repetitions
were performed [71]. All groups displayed significant WL from baseline; however, the
exercise-alone group displayed modest losses (−1.4%) as compared to the CR-alone and
CR-plus-exercise groups (~−10%). No differences were noted across groups for change in
lumbar spine aBMD; however, participants in the exercise-only group lost significantly less
total hip (−0.2%) and femoral neck (−0.2%) aBMD compared to those in both CR-alone
and CR-plus-exercise arms. Specifically, both CR groups experienced a −1.6 to −1.7% loss
in femoral neck aBMD and a −2.0 to −2.4% loss in total hip aBMD. Although exercise was
not able to mitigate CR-induced aBMD loss at the hip region, interestingly, the authors note
that the clinical classification of osteopenia or osteoporosis was unchanged from baseline.

In the more recent study from this group, Beavers 2018 investigated bone outcomes in
older adults with cardiovascular disease or metabolic syndrome who were randomized to
one of the following 18-month prescriptions: (1) CR alone (caloric deficit of ~330 kcals/day;
n = 60); (2) CR plus AT (45 min four days per week; n = 67), or (3) CR plus RT (upper and
lower body machine-based exercise four days per week; n = 60) [67]. The authors set out to
determine the effect of exercise modality on WL-associated bone loss, and this was the only
identified trial which assessed quantitative computed tomography (QCT)-derived changes
in volumetric (v)BMD, cortical thickness, and strength (albeit in a subset of participants,
n = 55) in addition to DXA-derived aBMD. The CR intervention was designed to promote
intensive WL during the first six months of the study, followed by a transition to WL
maintenance for the duration of the trial. Exercise prescriptions were similar in frequency
(4 d/week), intensity (rating of perceived exertion, AT: 12–14; RT: 15–18), and duration
(45 min/day). Additionally, legacy effects of the intervention were examined at 30 months
follow-up (after one year of free-living conditions). At 18 months, although CR-alone
participants lost significantly less body weight than those in the CR-plus-AT or RT groups
(−5.9% versus ~−10%), no differences were observed across groups regarding change in
total hip, femoral neck, or lumbar spine aBMD. However, a significant loss from baseline
evaluated between −2.3 and −3.7% in hip aBMD was observed in all groups. Interestingly,
after adjustment for the degree of WL and followed out to 30 months, secondary analyses
revealed that CR plus RT modestly mitigated total hip (−1.8%) and femoral neck (<−0.1%)
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aBMD loss compared to CR alone (−2.5% and −1.2%, respectively), with the magnitude
of 18-month QCT-acquired hip vBMD treatment effects corroborating the DXA findings
[and showing the decline in total hip vBMD was nearly halved by CR plus RT (~−5%)
compared to CR alone and CR plus AT (both ~−9%)].

2.5. Summary

Taken together, several conclusions can be drawn from the available data. First, the
literature base is small, with lack of consensus regarding the ability of exercise to mitigate
CR-induced bone loss. Indeed, the strongest evidence in support of a beneficial exercise
effect comes from two studies published from the same cohort, which implemented an
aggressive (and perhaps efficacious, but not effective) multimodal exercise prescription to
mitigate bone loss, with most pronounced effects observed at the hip region. Subsequent
trials published by this group [72,73] support the general finding that RT offers superior
skeletal protection (as compared to AT), although the ability of exercise to confer skeletal
benefit appears modest at best. This underwhelming response may stem from a lack of
compliance [74] or a blunted anabolic response in this age group [75]. It could be, however,
that exercise is more catabolic to bone than generally recognized, which may diminish the
mechanical loading benefit of exercise [76], particularly in the context of CR. The aim of the
next section of this review is to highlight emerging research focused on exercise-induced
bone resorption as an underappreciated catabolic consequence of exercise for bone.

3. The Effect of Exercise on Markers of Bone Resorption and Formation

One of the primary mechanisms by which exercise and CR are believed to exert
similar, yet opposing, effects on bone is through mechanical (un)loading [77,78]. Coined
as the “mechanostat” over three decades ago [79], this theory posits that bone adapts
its morphology and strength in response to loading conditions as a part of a continuous
negative feedback loop. This mechanical signal is then detected by cells within the bone,
presumably as fluid sheer stress sensed within the osteocyte, which in turn generates
secondary biologic signals governing the modeling and/or remodeling response [80]. In
support of this general premise, and as observed in many of the RCTs included in this
review, the magnitude of CR-induced aBMD loss often associates with the magnitude
of WL, a finding which extends to the surgical WL literature [81]. Likewise, it is well
recognized that initiating exercise training (where bone experiences increases in strain
above normal levels of activity) is followed by increases in bone formation [82]. As just
one example, classic exercise physiology studies showcase major differences in bone size
and density in dominant versus non-dominant arms in lifetime tennis players [83,84].
Additional exercise-related factors (such as the number of loading cycles, the type of force
applied, and changes in force over time) also influence skeletal adaptations [82,85–87]
and collectively inform specific exercise recommendations to optimize skeletal health
(see Table 1).

That said, exercise can have mechanical and metabolic effects on bone, with emerging
data suggesting exercise may actually elicit an acute catabolic bone response [88–96]. In
light of the underwhelming RCT signal for exercise to mitigate CR-induced bone loss, this
section explores exercise-induced acute bone resorption as a plausible, yet underappreci-
ated, mechanism to explain bone changes with exercise. It will begin with an overview of
the effects of an acute bout of exercise followed by the response to chronic exercise training.
This section is not intended, however, to serve as an exhaustive review of the mechanisms
that may influence bone is response to CR and/or WL. For additional information on
potential mechanisms, we refer the interested reader to several review articles [23,26,76].

3.1. Acute Exercise Effects on Markers of Bone Resorption and Bone Formation

The data on the bone biomarker response to exercise have demonstrated that a sin-
gle, acute exercise bout can markedly increase bone resorption, as estimated using blood
biomarkers. Changes in bone biomarkers in response to an acute exercise bout have been
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captured in young and older men and women during both weight-supported (e.g., cy-
cling) [90–94,96] and weight-bearing (e.g., walking) endurance exercise [88,89,95,97–100].
These studies have captured robust changes in c-telopeptide of type I collagen (CTX; a
marker of bone resorption) that appear to accompany a decrease in serum ionized cal-
cium (iCa) and an increase in parathyroid hormone (PTH) [88,90–92,94–97,99,100]. The
subsequent increase in PTH in response to the decrease in iCa appears to be an appro-
priate counter-regulatory mechanism to defend iCa during exercise. Because bone is the
largest source of calcium storage in the body [101], bone resorption (as estimated by CTX)
would be an effective means to quickly release calcium into the bloodstream [102] to
sustain muscle contraction [103] or other functions. Indeed, several studies have high-
lighted that the decrease in iCa during exercise is the impetus for the increase in CTX with
exercise [90,92,94,96].

The exercise-induced increase in CTX persists across the lifespan, although the magni-
tude of change is different between young [88,90–93,96,99,100,104] and older
adults [93,95,97]. This may be a function of exercise intensity or exercise mode (weight-
bearing versus weight-supported), which both have important implications for exercise
prescription [82]. For example, in studies of young versus older adults at the same relative
intensity (~75–80% of measured heart rate maximum) and the same duration (one hour),
increases in CTX were +0.11 to +0.25 ng/mL [90,93,94] and +0.08 to +0.15 ng/mL [95,97]
for young and older adults, respectively. However, it is important to note that absolute
exercise intensity differed between studies of young and older adults. These studies also
used a different mode of exercise, which could explain differences in magnitude of change
for the measured biomarkers.

Bone remodeling is a coupled process, whereas bone formation follows the activation
of bone resorption [105]. Thus, it would be assumed that the increase in CTX in response
to acute exercise should also lead to an increase in bone formation. However, data have
not shown a comparable increase in procollagen of type 1 n-terminal propeptide (P1NP; a
marker of bone formation) in response to an acute exercise bout [92,96], but these studies
have only collected measures to a maximum of four hours after exercise. This relatively
short sampling timeline limits the ability to detect changes in P1NP in response to an acute
exercise bout, as bone formation can be activated hours to days following a stimulus [106].
There is some evidence of an increase in P1NP from before to after exercise in response to
60-min of treadmill running in young men [89,99], but there is a lack of consistency in the
bone formation response to exercise like what exists for the bone resorption response. The
lack of agreement across studies could be due to sampling timelines, lab-to-lab differences,
or mode of exercise. The previous studies that have found limited effect on P1NP used
cycling exercise [92,96], whereas those reporting significant changes in P1NP utilized
treadmill running [89,99]. Of importance, however, is that the available data on the bone
formation response to an acute exercise about are from young adults; it is not known if
there are any age-related changes that could disadvantage older adults.

The changes in CTX and P1NP have been primarily characterized in response to an
acute endurance exercise bout [88,90–97,99,100,107], but emerging evidence suggests that
there may be a similar CTX response to jumping exercises [108,109]. The nature of strength
and power exercise (i.e., short bursts of activity with rest intervals) is closer to the type of
exercise recommended to improve bone health [82,110–114], which may result in greater
bone formation due to mechanical loading or perhaps less bone resorption if rest intervals
reduce the decrease in iCa observed with endurance exercise.

3.2. Chronic Exercise Training Effects on Markers of Bone Resorption and Bone Formation

Results from chronic exercise training largely show that there is little to no effect on
markers of bone resorption [115–118]. This is not entirely surprising, as there is not a clear
mechanism whereby exercise training should reduce the overall amount of bone resorption
in normally active, healthy individuals. It would be expected that any increases in aBMD,
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bone strength, or bone structure would instead come from increased bone formation versus
a reduction in bone resorption.

If bone does respond to mechanical loading by increasing bone formation, exercise
training should result in resting concentrations of markers of bone formation increasing
over time. Indeed, it does appear that exercise training results in an increase in markers of
bone formation [115–122]. However, there is a large degree of variability in the duration of
exercise training (weeks versus months), type of exercise performed (endurance, resistance,
meditative movement), and exercise intensity. The increases in P1NP observed in response
to exercise training (~25% in response to 4–8 weeks of exercise training) [115,116] are also
small compared to the observed increases in P1NP with anabolic osteoporosis medications
(>90% at 4 weeks) [123,124] and may not be sufficient to counteract the increase in bone
resorption in response to acute exercise or CR.

From the data available, it does not appear that mode of exercise (i.e., weight-bearing
versus weight-supported) is an important determining factor in the bone resorption or
formation response, unlike what has been observed for acute exercise bouts. However,
there are many differences between studies that make the identification of the “best”
type of exercise with respect to the effect on bone biomarkers challenging. Variations in
the frequency and duration of exercise between studies may be potentially masking any
differences in markers of bone formation by exercise mode in comparison with chronic
exercise training. Further, bone biomarker assessment alone cannot quantify changes
in bone mass, strength, or structure over the course of an intervention. While observed
increases in a marker of bone formation in response to an intervention may provide some
mechanistic insight into changes in bone modeling or remodeling, other outcomes, such
as imaging, should be incorporated for a more complete picture of the bone response
to exercise. This is especially relevant when the exercise performed has high degrees of
mechanical loading, as observed with resistance training.

3.3. Summary

Acute exercise alone appears to result in a robust activation of bone resorption (as
estimated by CTX), without a similar activation of bone formation. In contrast, long-term
exercise training does appear to increase bone formation (as estimated by P1NP) over the
course of an intervention; however, these increases tend to be small. Taken together, the
acute activation of bone resorption combined with the modest increases in bone formation
with training may explain why exercise is not more effective than observed in reducing
CR-induced bone loss. As summarized previously, limited RCT data suggest that RT may
be the preferred modality to preserve bone mass during CR; however, data on the bone
biomarker response by exercise type (i.e., aerobic vs. resistance) are limited and warrant
further investigation. A better understanding of the effect of CR and exercise on bone
remodeling should help optimize WL strategies aimed at maximizing cardiometabolic
benefit, while minimizing musculoskeletal harm, in older adults.

4. Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In summary, our structured literature review of RCTs specifically designed to assess
the ability of exercise to mitigate CR-induced bone loss in older adults suggests a minimal
osteoprotective effect (at best), with the strongest evidence in support of RT to modestly
offset bone loss at the hip region. As presented in the narrative component of this review,
one potential mechanism for the diminished effect of exercise in preserving bone mass
during CR is exercise-induced bone resorption. Specifically, acute exercise bouts appear
to increase bone resorption with minimal impact on bone formation. In contrast, chronic
exercise training studies indicate that bone formation may increase over time; however,
more data are needed before definite conclusions can be drawn.

Knowledge in this area would also be advanced by measurement of compartmental
bone changes in RCTs of CR and exercise. Indeed, where bone is deposited (or lost) is
a contributing factor to bone strength and structure and may also represent differential
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biological mechanisms between CR and exercise. In studies of weightlessness, for in-
stance, endosteal resorption of bone predominates (although there is also some evidence
on periosteal expansion, perhaps as a counter-regulatory mechanism to preserve bone
strength) [125]. Alternatively, and though observed mainly in animal models, the strains
experienced during exercise seem to mainly result in periosteal expansion [126]. Certainly,
more research in this area is needed, particularly in older, clinical populations, as are
future studies aimed at refining intervention delivery (including optimizing the frequency,
intensity, timing, and type of exercise prescription, as well as the magnitude of prescribed
CR deficit). Finally, consideration of alternative or adjuvant osteoprotective strategies
(including anti-resorptive or anabolic osteoporosis medications) to mitigate CR-induced
bone loss certainly seems warranted, particularly among older adults with obesity who
would benefit from WL.
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Appendix A. Search Strategy Used to Identify RCTs Included in the Structured
Component of the Review

PubMed search strategy
(((((“Exercise”[Mesh]) OR (“Physical Exertion”[Mesh])) OR (“Physical Fitness”[Mesh]))

OR (exercis*[Title/Abstract] OR “physical activit*”[Title/Abstract] OR exert*[Title/Abstract]
OR “physical fitness”[Title/Abstract])) AND ((“Weight Loss”[Mesh]) OR
(weight loss[Title/Abstract] OR weight losing[Title/Abstract] OR weight reduc
*[Title/Abstract] OR weight decreas*[Title/Abstract]))) AND (((bone and bones[MeSH
Terms]) OR (bone density[MeSH Terms])) OR (bone*[Title/Abstract] OR “bone
densit*” [Title/Abstract] OR “bone mineral densit*”[Title/Abstract] OR “bone mineral con-
tent”[Title/Abstract] OR “bone mineral”[Title/Abstract] OR “bone loss”[Title/Abstract]
OR “bone mass”[Title/Abstract] OR “bone strength”[Title/Abstract] OR
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BMC[Title/Abstract] OR BMD[Title/Abstract])) NOT (mouse[Title/Abstract] OR
mice[Title/Abstract] OR rat[Title/Abstract] OR rats[Title/Abstract] OR
rabbit[Title/Abstract] OR rabbits[Title/Abstract] OR Leporidae[Title/Abstract] OR
horse[Title/Abstract] OR horses[Title/Abstract] OR Equidae[Title/Abstract]) Filters: Ran-
domized Controlled Trial, Middle Aged + Aged: 45+ years

49 results.
Science Citation Index in Web of Science search strategy
(TS = (exercis* OR physical activit* OR exert*) AND TS = (“weight loss” OR weight

losing OR weight reduc* OR weight decreas*) AND TS= (bone densit* OR “bone mineral
densit*” OR “bone mineral content” OR “bone loss” OR “bone mass” OR “bone mineral”
OR “bone strength” OR BMC OR BMD) AND TS = (“randomi* controlled trial” OR “single
blind*” OR “double blind*”)) NOT AB = (mouse OR mice OR rat OR rats OR rabbit OR
rabbits OR Leporidae OR horse OR horses OR Equidae)

Refined by: DOCUMENT TYPES: (ARTICLE) Timespan: 1945–2020.
Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED.
166 results.

Table A1. Embase search strategy.

1 exercise’/exp

2 physical activity’/exp

3 (exercise:ti,ab,kw OR ‘physical activity, capacity’:ti,ab,kw) AND performance:ti,ab,kw

4 #1 OR #2 OR #3

5 body weight loss’/exp

6 weight loss’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘weight losing’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘weight reduc*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘weight decreas*’:ti,ab,kw

7 #5 OR #6

8 bone’/exp

9 bone density’/exp

10 bone*:ti,ab,kw OR ‘bone densit*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘bone mineral’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘bone loss’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘bone mass’:ti,ab,kw OR bmc:ti,ab,kw
OR bmd:ti,ab,kw

11 #8 OR #9 OR #10

12 #4 AND #7 AND #11

13 #12 AND (‘randomized controlled trial’/de) AND ([aged]/lim OR [middle aged]/lim OR [very elderly]/lim)

14 (mouse:ti,ab,kw OR rat:ti,ab,kw OR leporidae:ti,ab,kw OR equidae:ti,ab,kw)

15 #13 NOT #14

50 results.

Table A2. SportDiscus in EbscoHost search strategy.

1 TI (exercis* or physical activit* or exert* or physical fitness) OR AB (exercis* or physical activit* or exert* or physical fitness) OR KW
(exercis* or physical activit* or exert* or physical fitness)

2
TI (weight loss or losing weight or weight reduc* or weight decreas* or lose weight or weight management) OR AB (weight loss or
losing weight or weight reduc* or weight decreas* or lose weight or weight management) OR KW (weight loss or losing weight or
weight reduc* or weight decreas* or lose weight or weight management)

3

TI (bone* or bone density or bone mineral density or bone mineral content OR bone loss OR bone mass OR bone strength OR BMC OR
BMD) OR AB (bone* or bone density or bone mineral density or bone mineral content OR bone loss OR bone mass OR bone strength
OR BMC OR BMD) OR KW (bone* or bone density or bone mineral density or bone mineral content or bone loss or bone mass or bone
strength OR BMC OR BMD)

4 TI (“randomi* controlled trial” OR “single blind*” OR “double blind*”) OR AB (“randomi* controlled trial” OR “single blind*” OR
“double blind*”) OR KW (“randomi* controlled trial” OR “single blind*” OR “double blind*”)

5 #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

2 results.
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